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THE VERSION 2 OF MOIRA SYSTEM. A DIRECT RESULT OF
COMETES PROJECT

Eduardo Gallego (UPM), Antonio Jiménez (UPM)
Dmitry Hofman (Studsvik Eco&Safety AB)

A significant result of COMETES project has been the production of version 2 of the
MOIRA system. This new version incorporates new models and features that are
summarized in this chapter. Also, the use of the system in the course of COMETES
project by the different participants has resulted in detecting a number of bugs and
problems in the system that have been corrected in due time and incorporated in version
2. This new version offers improved modelling and more reliable assessments, together
with a very stable software environment.

Changes in models mainly affect to the lake model, the dose assessment model and the
Multiattribute Analysis module. The following paragraphs summarise these changes
together with the new features added to the main software framework of the MOIRA
system.

LAKE MODEL
The lake sub-model for 137Cs in MOIRA is, now, an up-to-dated code that represents an
evolution from the previous VAMP model (developed in the frame of IAEA VAMP
project). According to the planned improvement of the environmental models accounting
for the results of the model validations during COMETES project, the lake model for
137Cs has been modified and substituted by ECOPRAQ model, developed in the frame
of project ECOPRAQ by the University of Uppsala. This is a more advanced and
reliable model described in (Håkanson, 1999, Håkanson, 2000) and tested in (Håkanson
and Sazykina 2000, Håkanson and Sazykina 2001). U.P. Madrid and U. Uppsala
prepared a Powersim® version of the new lake model ready to plug-in into the MOIRA
system. Apart from converting the model itself to that simulation language, the new
model was linked to the existing models for lake countermeasures in the MOIRA
system: lake and wetland liming, lake potash treatment, lake fertilisation, ice/snow
removal from the lake and the catchment and sediment removal. It was also strictly
linked to the GIS system in the MOIRA software. Indeed, the model parameters, such as
the “continentality” (a measure of the climatic condition of a lacustrine system), the
type of soils in the lake catchment, the fish species, etc. can be directly obtained from the
GIS by software routines. All the new modules have been thoroughly checked for their
correct implementation and functioning.

Finally, Studsvik Eco&Safety AB, as developer of the integrated system, has provided
the final integration of the new model in the MOIRA system. MOIRA2 user interface
includes consideration of fallout of 137Cs and 9 0Sr directly into the lake and in the
catchment separately. The table containing new input parameter "Continentality" has
been included. Additional information on lake type (checking if lake has a type "Inland
water - perennial") is available from GIS data when the user selects target lake from the
map.

DOSE ASSESSMENT MODEL
The basic structure and features of the dose assessment model have remained
unchanged. However, during the tests performed a few bugs were detected and fixed. In
addition, some conservative assumptions present in version 1 have been modified to
obtain more realistic estimates (comparable to those provided by other groups) of both
the individual and the collective dose, which later constitute basic inputs to the decision-
making process in the Multiattribute Analysis. Summarily, these changes have been the
following:
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• The reduction factors in the radionuclide contents after fish processing before
ingestion, have been changed to 0.75 (Cs) and 0.5 (Sr).

• The fraction of irrigation water retained by the plant was set to 0 in the version 1,
meaning that no spray was used as irrigation method. This assumption was based on
two reasons: one, that irrigation frequently is made by pouring water into the soil
rather than spraying it over the plant; and two, that the model considered the whole
plant as a single compartment, without translocation effects. But this assumption was
not valid for the Dnieper cascade scenario, where irrigation of plants is made by
spraying. Therefore, the model structure for plants contamination has been modified
keeping root uptake rate of radionuclide by plants unaltered, and activating foliar
uptake rate and the translocation factor for cereals, legumes and root plants. The
fraction of water retained by the plant, a very important factor, has been limited to a
maximum value of 0.5.

MULTIATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS MODULE
The first version of the MAA module of the MOIRA decision system was completed in
February 1999. It was distributed to all COMETES partners together with the associated
documentation (Jiménez et al., 1999) in October 1999. During the project, apart from
detecting and correcting a few bugs, a certain number of improvements have been
implemented in the MAA software, based on feedback between partners and the tests
performed. Accordingly to the new functions, the reference user’s guide has been
updated (Jiménez et al., 2001). These improvements are the following:

1) The user has now access to a table in which to see, compare and modify, the values
calculated by the models in MOIRA system for the different attributes for each
strategy analysed (see Figure 1 below). This table also gives a warning message in
case the attribute values are out of range of the utility functions used, so the user can
directly access and modify the utility functions.

Figure 1. Display of the strategies table. By running MOIRA models different values of
the attributes of the MAA hierarchy tree are obtained for each intervention strategy
analysed. In this window, the user can compare them for the full set of strategies. By
clicking in the upper part (LeafX buttons) the user can go directly to the utility functions
and modify them.

2) A tool has been integrated into the software for constructing segmented linear utility
functions, by defining the two extremes of the range and up to three intermediate
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points (Figure 2). Besides other more sophisticated methods also available in the
MAA module, this is considered enough for many applications.

Figure 2. Procedure to define a segmented Linear Utility Function.

3) With respect to sensitivity analysis of the ranking between strategies, several new
tools and functions have been incorporated. One of them allows to identify how
much could vary the weight assigned to a given attribute or intermediate objective
without provoking a change in the strategies ranking (Figure 3).

Figure 3. This figure displays the result of sensitivity analysis to the variations in
weights. In this particular example, the objective “Environmental Impact” has a weight
assigned equal to 0.333. One could change that weight to any value in the interval
[0.319, 0.397] without modifying the resulting ranking of strategies. Values outside the
indicated interval would imply modifications in the relative ranking between strategies.

4) To obtain a deeper view into the utility of each strategy analysed, a new function to
display correlation plots of the partial utilities has been also incorporated in the
MAA module (Figure 4).

5) Finally, new possibilities have been explored and implemented to represent the
overall utility of each strategy, when dealing with uncertainties in attributes
(uncertainty in model output). In principle, the uncertainty assessment can be done
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by Montecarlo simulations. Nevertheless, this technique is computer-time expensive.
On the other hand, many terms of such a kind of uncertainty assessment cannot be
uniquely defined and are related to a great deal of local factors. Therefore, an
extensive and exhaustive analysis of the overall uncertainty of the MAA module
hardly can be implemented in a computerised Decision Support System like
MOIRA. Consequently, it has been considered more reasonable to allow the user to
input his own estimates of uncertainty of each attribute of the MAA (Figure 5). The
MOIRA software will calculate, on the basis of the above estimates, the overall
uncertainty relevant to the ranking of the selected restoration strategies. Obviously,
the utility function in MAA will be defined as a”band” around average values,
which can be represented as shown in Figure 6. This kind of representation has been
also implemented in the MAA module.

Figure 4. Plot showing the correlation between the partial utilities of each strategy with
respect to two given attributes, in this case “Collective Dose” and “Cost to Economy”.
One can see that if only these two attributes were taken into consideration, the optimum
strategies would be the named “autom_adv” and “potash_+_a” that give very close
values.

Figure 5. Display that allows the user to enter attribute deviations.
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Figure 6. When uncertainties in the attribute values of the strategies file, (or in the
subjective utility functions or in the assigned weights to intermediate objectives) are
taken into account, it is possible to obtain an uncertain classification that can be
represented as shown in the figure. The decision makers can get from it a much better
idea of the relative position of each strategy analysed.
 
 
 
 

MOIRA SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK

The MOIRA2 CD-Rom has been distributed to COMETES partners in July 2001. This
new release of MOIRA Software has been developed by D.Hofman and E.Gallego by
the integration of the updated versions of MOIRA Software Framework components,
MAA module and Powersim modules described in the previous paragraphs into the
MOIRA Software. Beside of these changes, COMETES project participants had tested
functionality of all of the modules of MOIRA Software Version 1 and the problems
found during the tests had been corrected during MOIRA2 development.

D.Hofman, as developer of the MOIRA Software Framework, had implemented the
following new functions in MOIRA2:
1) The so-called “Solution box” (case analysis) in MOIRA2 is independent from the

disk location and can be transferred to other computer just by copying the “solution
box” directory. This gives the possibility to easily exchanging solution boxes
between MOIRA users (for instance, by e-mail).

2) The user interface has several new features:
a) New menu item "Save solution box as..." (in the "File" menu) that gives the

possibility to save “solution box” with the other name and to other directory.
b) The data editing dialogs adjust their size automatically depending of number of

columns in the corresponding table.
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c) Buttons "3" ("detailed" mode) and "Apr" ("short" mode) for the displaying of
data were substituted with a single button "i".

d) The "detailed" mode is selected automatically when reflection of data set together
with graph is selected.

e) Section "Runs" has been renamed to "Results" to better reflect the idea that the
data under it represent the results of implementation of the analysed strategy.

f) For each strategy the data set reflecting costs of separate countermeasures has
been included in the "Results" section and in the MOIRA Report.

3) The Installation program has been updated.
4) The MOIRA2 documentation files (Hofman, 2000a, Hofman, 2000b, Hofman 2001,

Jiménez et al., 2001) are installed together with MOIRA2 and available from
MOIRA group (created in Windows Start ‡ Program menu).
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CONCLUSIONS AND MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS

The project COMETES focused to the implementation, application, testing and
improvement of the Computerised Support System (CDSS) MOIRA. It offered the
opportunity of assessing MOIRA software from a potential user’s perspective.

Models and methodologies were critically tested and improved in the light of
practical experiences of contaminated water body management gained at an international
level  throughout Europe. Consequently, it was possible to structure the MOIRA CDSS
accounting, for the real social and economic needs of the areas affected by pollution.

In the frame of the project, the MOIRA models were applied to water bodies in
Eastern Europe that were heavily contaminated by radionuclides following severe
accidents (Chernobyl and Kyshtym). Many of these water systems show very  unusual
environmental conditions for which MOIRA models had not been previously validated .
Therefore, the application of MOIRA models and methodologies to such water bodies
offered the opportunity of widening the domain of applicability of the CDSS,  MOIRA.

The effective functioning of the CDSS has been demonstrated by a complete
application to a selected scenario (Russian Lake Kozhanovskoe contaminated with 137Cs
following the Chernobyl accident). The application to Lake Kozhanovskoe of the MAA
(Multi-Attribute Analysis) methodology as implemented in a new version 2 of MOIRA,
demonstrated that the MAA module in the CDSS is an effective and user-friendly tool
for guiding decision makers in managing contaminated sites.

COMETES was aimed at demonstrating that MOIRA was not a mere theoretical
exercise. Indeed, the main achievements of the project, that is the validation and the
assessment of MOIRA models, methodologies and software by applications to specific
contamination scenarios and the consequent improvement of the software itself, enabled
the release of a new revised version of the CDSS (MOIRA version 2).
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